Multi-Column Deep Neural Networks achieve state of the art recognition rates on Chinese characters from the ICDAR 2011 and 2013 offline handwriting competitions, ap proaching human accuracy. This performance is the result of averaging l1-layers deep networks with hundreds of maps per layer, trained on raw, distorted images to prevent them from overfiUing. The entire framework runs on a normal desktop computer with a CUDA capable graphics card.
I. INTRODUCTION
Weight-sharing convolutional neural networks (CNN) were introduced in 1979 [1] , [2] as a simplified model of the mam malian visual cortex. They are designed specifically for im age recognition, preserving 2D input information. Backprop trained versions of CNN [3] have been repeatedly evaluated on handwritten characters, mostly on Arabic digits [4] and Latin letters [5] . Recent successful NN alternate convolutional layers and max-pooling layers [6] , [7] , [8] .
Deep and wide max-pooling convolutional neural networks (MPCNN) on GPU [9] represent the current state of the art in stationary pattern recognition. They outperformed other methods on image classification [10] , object detection [ll] , and image segmentation [12] , [13] . Through output averaging, several independently trained deep NN (DNN) can form a Multi-Column DNN (MCDNN) with error rates 20-40% below those of single DNN [10] .
In 2012, MCDNN were the first to achieve human competitive performance on the famous MNIST handwritten digit recognition task, e.g., [10] . Chinese handwriting, how ever, is much harder, especially for desktop systems, as there are not only 10 classes (one for each digit), but 3755 [14] or more. A desktop system [15] achieved excellent performance on 1000 classes of the ImageNet LSVRC-201O contest. A system [16] trained on more classes (21,000), however, needed a huge CPU cluster with up to 30,000 CPU cores. The method which we apply on the 2011 competition precedes these systems and to our knowledge it is the first CPU/GPU trained DNN on a big dataset (many GB of data and thousands of classes).
Most computation time is spent on convolutional layers. Output layers are computed quickly. Hence 3755 output classes are by no means a limit for our GPU framework, which easily works with tens of thousands of classes. In fact, the limits are set by training time and GPU memory available for storing weights and training data parts.
978-1-4799-1959-8/15/$31.00 @2015 IEEE Here we apply MCDNN to data from the ICDAR 2011 [17] and 2013 [14] competitions on recognizing offtine handwritten Chinese characters. We present results obtained after correcting a bug (Section II-C) in the image preprocessing routine which is independent from the MCDNN. The bug was present only during testing.
METHOD
We use several MCDNN architectures [10] to classify handwritten Chinese characters from the dataset used for the ICDAR 2011 [17] and 2013 [14] competitions. All training was done prior to the competition deadline. Both competition had the same test set. Each team submitted an executable that was evaluated by the organizers on the hidden test set. After the 2013 competition, the test set was released, allowing us to further verify our MCDNN. 
A. Data
Details can be found in the competitions' reports [l7], [14] . The data consists of plain images (offtine, no temporal information) of isolated Chinese characters (already segmented out from text).
Dataset HWDB 1.1 contains characters written by 240 persons for actual training and by 60 for validation: 897758 and 223991 characters, respectively. Note that there are far more classes (3755) than samples per class (240+60). Fig. 1 shows how much variation is in the characters handwritten by five different persons. The hidden test set contains 224419 characters written by 60 persons.
B. Preprocessing
Although Chinese has tens of thousands of different classes, the subset of HWDB 1.1 [l7] used for the competition contains only the 3755 most frequent ones. They require more complicated graphics than the 52 classes of uppercase and lowercase Latin letters, and thus bigger images to store them. Papers on classifying handwritten digits [4] , [18] and Latin letters [19] , [20] show that a 20 x 20 pixel rectangular image is sufficient for good recognition.
After visual inspection of several Chinese characters rescaled to various sizes we decided on using 40 x 40 pixel images. Quadrupling the surface seemed enough for over 3755/62 ;::: :: 60 times as many classes. Scaling is done uni formly, preserving the aspect ratio; the biggest dimension of each character determines the scaling factor. Handwritten digits and Latin letters are usually centered in a bigger image, like 28 x 28 for MNIST. We also place scaled characters in the middle of 48 x 48 pixel images, to allow for various geometric deformations during the training process. Before resizing, we maximize input image contrast to get values from 0 to 255. These images are directly fed to the input of the nets, by mapping every pixel to its corresponding neuron. Pixel values are rescaled to [-1, 1] . No features are extracted.
C. Preprocessing glitch at ICDAR
Our training and testing framework [9] is designed for already preprocessed data, that is, neither training nor testing involves preprocessing. Instead, dedicated Matlab programs are used to preprocess data whenever necessary. For Chinese characters, preprocessing is limited to rescaling the images to a fixed size, plus simple contrast maximization.
The ICDAR competition required executables, hence we rewrote preprocessing routines in C++, using the OpenCV library instead of writing a new scaling function. As we learned the hard way, however, Matlab and OpenCV scaling routines do not produce exactly the same results ( Fig. 2) , despite using the same interpolation method. Characters in Fig. 2 look alike, but the ones preprocessed in OpenCV are much grainier. Our executable also reversed the order of scaling and contrast maximization. As a consequence, our framework was trained and validated with one preprocessing routine, while the submitted executable used a different one. Since the feedback from the organizers matched our expectations, the problem was noticed only once the test data was released after the competition. Enlarged view of the first seven characters of the competition test set preprocessed in Matlab (first row) and OpenCV (second row).
When we applied identical preprocessing for both training and test set (Tab.l), the test error was 4.21 %, down by roughly 20% (relative) from our original competition result of 5.58%.
All our DNN and MCDNN had their error rates reduced by up to 2% in absolute value.
Since we also submitted an executable with the same flawed preprocessing to the 2011 competition using the same test data, we rechecked the 2011 result, and also got a 2.04% lower error rate. (5.78% instead of 7.82%). 
5.23
Despite flawed preprocessing we won the 2011 compe tition. But we lost the 2013 competition by 0.35%, coming in second at 5.58% vs. 5.23%. With correct preprocessing, however, we get 1.01 % absolute error rate reduction (a massive 19.3% in relative reduction) over the team which ranked first. Because the labeled training set has far more classes (3755) than samples per class (240 for training and 60 for validation), we increased the number of characters per class by artificially creating distorted versions of the characters in the training set. We used both affine and elastic [18] distortions for training seven nets, and only affine distortions for one net (see Tab. 11). Before every epoch starts the entire training set is distorted with random parameters generated for each character. In case of affine distortions we use small rotations, translations and scaling by up to 7r /12, 15% and 15%, respectively. For dif ferent characters, Fig 3 shows the difference in shape between original characters and their distorted versions.
D. Data augmentation

E. Network architecture
A deep neural network (Fig. 4) is a feed forward connec tionist system built out of a succession of convolutional, max- pooling and fully connected layers. The input image is directly fed to the network, avoiding any pesky feature extraction. This ensures the DNN is not limited by the handcrafted features, but only by the training algorithm which will learn its own features. Convolutional and max-pooling layers are sets of 2D maps. Convolutional layers are used to detect/search for features in previous layers by convolving a filter (feature) with the input map. Their output will have higher values where the filter better matches the content. After convolving, the output is passed through a tanh activation function. Max pooling layers act as feature selectors, feed-forwarding only the maximum feature to the next layer. Fully connected layers are the usual layers found in Multi-layer Perceptrons. We minimize Cross-entropy error, thus the outputs can be interpreted as probabilities. Details of DNN's architecture and its training procedure are presented in [9] .
Input is normalized to [-1, 1]. All weights (for both convolutional and fully connected layers) are initialized with small values from [-0.05, +0.05]. The learning rate starts at 0.001 and is multiplied with 0.99 after every epoch.
We train eight networks (Tab. 11) on the HWDB 1.1 training set. All networks have 11 layers, counting input and output layers. The number of maps per layer varies from 100 to 450. We also try two different sizes for the first fully connected layer, 500 and 1000 neurons. The last layer always has 3755 neurons, i.e. one per class. The last four nets are trained on the HWDB 1.1 training set, i.e., characters written by 240 persons. The first four nets are trained on characters written by all 300 persons associated with training and validation datasets.
Designing a network starts with the input size. For this problem we observed that 48 x 48 pixels/neurons are suffi cient to properly represent details of Chinese characters (see Section II-B). Experience with DNN on many other data sets tells us that deep and wide networks learn best to generalize. Every convolutional and maxpooling layer decreases the map size. Maxpooling layers are the worst offenders, hence it is imperative to use the smallest kernels possible for them, i.e. 2 x 2. Convolutional layers are less problematic; here we can use even 3 x 3 filters, although 2 x 2 filters are ideal. Bigger filters are not required because at least one of the 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 filters will generate maps of even size, necessary for the next MP with a 2 x 2 kernel. The four convolution-maxpooling stages extract features with increasing complexity at every layer. The convolution layers share weights, consequently the feature extractor contains only about 20% of the net's weights. The network should be wide enough, i.e., compute sufficient features to extract details required for high-quality recognition. We started with 100-150 maps on the first convolutional layer, then increased the number for every successive convolutional layer. This procedure keeps the number of neurons per con volutional layer relatively constant, considering that map size shrinks with increasing layer numbers. For net 2 we used a constant number of maps per layer.
The computed features are then fed to a simple Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) with two layers. This is a fully connected, general classifier with approximately 80% of the net's weights. It needs enough neurons/weights/connections to extract the class (or category) out of hundreds of features presented at its input. Several hundreds of neurons are usually enough for the first fully connected layer. 500 or 1000 work well; training time is roughly the same for both values. Fewer neurons could be too few, more are futile.
Elastic distortions do not seem to improve generalization, as net 1 (Tab. 11) has a lower error than many of the nets trained with both affine and elastic distortions. We use the same distortions and training parameters as in our previous work [10] .
Ill. RESULTS
We built nine MCDNN (Tab. Ill) from the eight previously trained nets. Four of them are basic DNN with only one column. We submitted these simple DNN to the competition, too, because we were interested in their performance-initially we could not access the test set to check them by ourselves, but now we can list them for completeness. Before the deadline, we had to select two models as official competition candidates. Using the validation set, we chose MCDNN 2 and 8. They are also the best on the competition test set. The rest contain 2, 4 or 8 columns. MCDNN 2 and 8 have the lowest error on both validation and test set.
MCDNN always significantly improve over single DNN.
The best MCDNN has 4.215% error, much lower than the best DNN error, 5.528%. This is an absolute reduction of 1.313% and a relative reduction of 23.75%, in line with observations for other datasets [10] .
We get 1.01% absolute error rate reduction (a massive 19.3% in relative reduction) over the team which ranked first at ICDAR 2013 (Tab. Ill) and 3.6% (46.0% relative) better than the best result from ICDAR 2011.
The competition organizers experimentally measured hu man error rate as 3.87%. Our best MCDNN came close: 4.21 % error. Considering the top ten predictions, this MCDNN also has a new record-breaking error rate of 0.291 %, which will be important for more complex context-driven systems using linguistic models.
Despite its size, the best MCDNN can classify 45 char acters per second on a single NVIDIA GTX 580. Running on all four cores of an Intel Core i5 2400 3.1GHz, the same MCDNN is 14.29 times slower, requiring 315ms per character. Further speed ups can be obtained by optimizing the code for this particular problem or by using more GPUs and/or CPUs.
IV. DISCUSSION ON TRAINING BIG NETWORKS
Training the biggest net (#2) takes 12 days on a NVIDIA GTX 580 graphics card, including distorting the training samples and checking the error on validation and test set after every epoch. Training one net requires only one GPU, hence we can train eight nets in parallel on two 4 GPU computers.
For even bigger problems (more training samples and/or bigger networks), training becomes too slow even on GPU, and it has to be split over multiple GPUs. This has the disad vantage of loosing the low latency of intra-chip (GPU) and on board (GPU -GPU memory) communication, thus decreasing efficiency through expensive data movements across the PCI express bus between different graphics cards or even different cluster nodes. Addressing this problem is non-trivial because it involves changing the training algorithm from pure Stochastic Gradient Descent to mini batch training and optimizing for the new configuration.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Although the test set contains 3755 classes of handwritten Chinese characters, our MCDNN can classify them with al most human performance. They are nearly one fifth better than the best previous artificial method. No handcrafted features are used; the networks learn their own features directly from the images.
Using exactly the same preprocessing for traIning and testing is very important as it ensures that both the training and test set are drawn from the same distribution. A slightly different preprocessing routine which produces small changes of the test images, visible only on close inspection, can negatively affect the recognition rate. On the other hand, the MCDNN is robust enough to function very well even with this bug.
Elastic distortions do not help generalization in case of Chinese characters, as they do for Arabic digits and Latin characters.
Recognition speed on GPUs is high, and scales linearly with their number. A thorough error analysis by native speak ers/writers (none of us speaks Chinese) could help to determine if there is still room for improvement, or if the remaining errors are just due to illegible characters. Even without additional context-driven linguistic models (which will further reduce errors), our method is ready for practical applications.
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